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Abstract 
The paper starts with a simple model and convergence theorem for outer approximation methods. This general 
framework is used to unifyingly derive and modify certain exchange methods, cutting methods and discretization 
methods for semi-infinite programming problems. By that, in particular, a cutting plane method for convex 
semi-infinite programs is developed. For a practically reasonable specification (the method is more generally stated), 
the subproblems in the given algorithm are moderately sized quadratic problems, and each step of the algorithm can 
be performed by means of finitely many operations. 
Keywords: Semi-infinite programming; Outer approximation methods; Exchange methods; Cutting methods; Dis- 
cretization methods; Convex programming 
0. Introduction 
We begin with stating the problem which we consider here. We let A c R” be a nonempty 
closed set of parameters and f : A + R and g : A -+ C(B) be continuous mappings where B is 
a compact set of R” and C(B) is equipped with the usual supremum norm; the spaces R” and 
R” are associated with an /,-norm 1) *lip, 1 <p G 00, or an arbitrary norm II * (I, respectively. 
Then, for each set D G B and for each 6 > 0, we define a feasible set 
Z,(D) := {u EA I g(a, x) < 6, x ED}, 
and we assign in particular to Z,(D) the optimization problem 
S[D]: r-w := a~~;D)f’4. 
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We call S[ D] linear when A := 1w” and f and g are affine linear, and we say that S[D] is 
convex if A is convex and f and g are convex mappings. The results of this paper can in an 
obvious way be extended to problems in which the feasible set is formed by the set A and 
finitely many mappings gj : A -+ C(Bj) with Bj c [w”j being a compact set. (See also [31] in this 
respect.) 
If D has a finite cardinality I D I, then S[Dl is a finite optimization problem. Conversely, 
each ordinary finite programming problem can be written in the form of S[D]. In this paper we 
are concerned with the solution of the problem S[ B] where we normally have the semi-infinite 
programming problem in mind, i.e., the case where I B I = a. However, the infinity of ( B I is 
never used here, so that our results also apply to finite optimization problems. 
The purpose of this paper is to unifyingly treat some closely related methods for the solution 
of semi-infinite programming problems and to develop, in particular, a cutting plane method 
for convex semi-infinite programs. The methods considered here are Remez-type algorithms 
(also called exchange methods, e.g., in [14,17] or semi-continuous type methods in [21]), certain 
discretization methods (solving S[D,], k = 0, 1,. . . , where D, is a subset of a grid B, c B) and 
cutting methods. (Relations between them have, for example, been pointed out in [3,14,17,32].) 
These methods have in common that they solve the semi-infinite program S[B] by replacing it 
by a sequence of finite minimization problems (P,), k = 0, 1,. . . , where the feasible set of (P,) 
is formed by g and an appropriate finite set D, c B and encloses the set of parameters Z,(B) 
of S[ B]. (For linear problems, (P,) typically coincides with S[ Dk] and so has the feasible set 
Z,(D,) 2 Z,(B).) Consequently, we can regard each of these methods as a special outer 
approximation method for S[B], which is the point of view that we want to take here. (Outer 
approximation methods for semi-infinite programming problems, which are of different type 
than those studied here, can be found, e.g., in [9].) 
Outer approximation methods for optimization problems have been studied in quite general 
settings (see [5,18-20,23,27,29,37-391) where the frame in [5,18] seems to be the most general 
(see [19] in this respect). However, instead of dealing with set-valued mappings and cut maps as 
used in [5,18], we choose here to provide a simple general convergence theorem for outer 
approximation methods (in Section 1) by considering their convergence as a special problem of 
discrete approximations (cf. [ll]) and to apply it afterwards to the algorithms in which we are 
interested here. Our approach reveals that the objective function itself may be perturbed in an 
outer approximation method (which has been utilized in [7,8] in a specific way) and that neither 
monotonicity of the minimal values nor inclusion of the feasible sets of the involved subprob- 
lems is needed in order to prove its convergence. (The latter has, for example, been assumed in 
[23,27].) We employ these facts here especially in the announced algorithm for general convex 
semi-infinite programming problems. Approximation of the objective function may also help to 
simplify or to stabilize the finite subproblems of a method which actually have to be solved 
numerically. 
Outer approximation methods usually require the knowledge of a compact set which 
encloses the feasible set of the problem being investigated. In Section 2 we show firstly how the 
feasible set Z,(B) of the semi-infinite programming problem S[ Bl is equivalently replaced by a 
set which we assume to be bounded (and which in the convex case normally is bounded), and 
secondly how a compact envelopment of this latter set can be constructed. 
In Section 3 we consider again the Remez-type discretization method for general nonlinear 
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semi-infinite programming problems from [32]. As it turns out, it can be interpreted as an outer 
approximation method which employs nonlinear cuts and in which a compact enclosure of the 
feasible set is used implicitly. An obvious modification of this algorithm is offered for the case 
where g is a convex mapping. 
The number of constraints in the algorithms of Section 3 increases with each iteration. It is 
well known that for a finite convex optimization problem the nonbinding constraints at each 
iteration of an outer approximation method can be dropped if its objective function is strictly 
convex. (See, e.g., [5,7-9,19,37,38] on constraint dropping techniques.) In Section 4 we modify 
the algorithms of Section 3 for semi-infinite programming problems with an “almost strictly 
convex” goal function in this sense. 
In [32] we have given a discretization method for linear semi-infinite optimization problems 
which has been shown to be capable of solving quite large problems of this type. The main 
intention of this paper is to prove the convergence of a similar method for general convex 
semi-infinite programs. This is finally done in Section 5 where we make use of the results 
obtained before. For a specification of the given algorithm (it is more generally stated), the 
subproblems in the algorithm are reasonably sized finite quadratic problems and each step in 
the algorithm can be numerically carried out by means of finitely many operations. An 
application of the algorithm in Section 5 to the solution of complex minimax problems can be 
found in [30,33]. 
Our approach here enables us in particular to discuss a number of previously published 
methods in a unifying context and to modify them in one or more ways explained next. At first, 
the algorithms here offer the option of approximating the objective function of S[B] in a certain 
manner, as we mentioned already, and a way of constructing a compact set, which encloses the 
feasible region of interest, is described explicitly. Besides, the occurring finite optimization 
subproblems have only to be solved approximately. Two further points are outlined in the 
following. 
A particular difficulty in the numerical solution of semi-infinite programming problems is to 
determine whether an element a EA is a feasible point for S[B], or to compute the (possibly 
most violating) constraint function max{g(a, X) I x E B}, respectively, as is required at each 
iteration by most algorithms. Up to now there does not exist a numerical method which can 
solve this global optimization problem in the general case (cf. [20]), and it is, therefore, 
suggested in the literature to first search for all local extrema of g(a, -1 with respect to B on a 
sufficiently dense grid and to compute each of them afterwards approximately, e.g., by 
Newton’s method. In order to obtain algorithms, in which each step can be executed through a 
finite number of operations, we alternatively select here (as in [32]) a sequence B,, k E N, of 
finite sets converging to B, and we evaluate g at the kth iteration only on the grid B,. (The 
B,‘s may be arbitrary compact subsets of B so that B, := B, k E N, like in most algorithms, 
becomes one possible choice.) 
The computation of the global maximum of g on B or a grid B, 2 B at each iteration is the 
numerically most costly step in the methods discussed here, at least for multi-dimensional 
regions B. Consequently the number of iterations being needed by such an algorithm, in order 
to provide a solution with a requested accuracy, should be kept as small as possible. So 
algorithms of the type considered here which employ only one new constraint at each iteration 
turn out to be extremely inefficient. (This has, for example, been reported in [4] for the related 
KCG cutting plane method of Kelley [24], Cheney and Goldstein [3]. With respect to semi-in- 
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finite programming problems see also the remarks in [14, p.1631.) Without additional effort, the 
algorithms here can be stated such that they grant the option of adding more constraints at 
each iteration if this is requested. 
The methods being studied in this paper require the computation of that constraint at each 
iteration which is most violated in a certain sense, and they are, therefore, related to the 
KCG-algorithm. With the general approach used here, one can easily modify some of these 
algorithms by employing cuts as they are, for example, performed in the supporting hyperplane 
method of [40]. However, there is no indication that such modifications will in general be 
numerically more efficient. We refer in this connection again to the investigations in [4]. (Note 
that for the numerical examples in [32] not only all violated constraints were used at each 
iteration, as is recommended by [4], but also certain nonviolated ones.) Similar remarks can be 
made for the cutting plane methods in [lo,351 which are based on the central cutting plane 
algorithm in [6]. (These methods do not represent outer approximation methods for S[B] 
directly, but for the related (n + 1)-dimensional problem inherent in those algorithms.) 
Outer approximations of a solution are naturally obtained in semi-infinite programming 
whenever only a finite number of the infinitely many constraints is taken into consideration. 
The methods being studied here converge globally and under mild assumptions, and in 
concrete situations they, therefore, may sometimes be the only methods which are applicable at 
all. (For other recent techniques in semi-infinite optimization we merely refer here to [28,34] 
and the references given there.) Unfortunately, outer approximation methods of the considered 
type can become numerically instable in a neighborhood of the solution (cf., e.g., [17,32]), in 
which case they serve at least to determine a starting point for a locally convergent and usually 
faster method (see [14,17]). The option of perturbing the underlying objective function, which is 
offered here, may also disclose a chance to overcome this numerical difficulty. 
1. A general model for outer approximation methods 
We start from an optimization problem of the form 
(0 p := aiEL f(a), 
where 
M#@, M c R” is compact, (1.1) 
and f is a continuous functional containing M in its domain of definition so that the infimum 
in (P) is achieved for some a E M. In this section we provide a general convergence theorem for 
a broad class of outer approximation methods for the solution of (P), which will be the basic 
tool for the convergence proofs of the algorithms in the subsequent sections. 
In outer approximation methods, (P) is typically replaced by a sequence of (normally simpler) 
problems 
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where N, := N u (0} and Mk and fk are suitable approximations of M and f, respectively. In 
particular, Mk is constructed in such a way that 
McM, cX, k E N,, with compact XC R”, 0.2) 
where the set X usually needs to be known explicitly and often is assumed to be polyhedral 
because of numerical reasons. In classical methods, the function fk normally is chosen equal to 
f for all k E N,. If for each k E N, the set Mk is obtained by intersecting the compact 
envelopment X of A4 with the solution set of finitely many inequality constraints, such 
procedures are also referred to as cutting methods. 
In pr_actice, one can often cofnpute only an approximate solution of <P,> which is element of 
a set Mk LX where h;ik and X are suitable approximations of Mk and X with 
tikcX, kENo, for compact X, XCXCR~. 
Thus with (1.2) we have the inclusions 
(I.31 
MQl4,CX~~, ii, GX, 
where usually Mk c tik, k E N,, for example, when it is not possible to exactly satisfy 
constraints describing Mk. We finally assume now that 
f : X + R is continuous, f&&R, kENO. (1.4) 
So if, moreover,_Mk is closed (which is the case in the following sections) and likewise fk is 
continuous on X, the problem (P,) also possesses a solution. (In this paper quantities with a 
tilde represent approximations of the quantities denoted by the same symbol without tilde and 
hence may be set identical with these for a first simpler understanding of the results. The set X 
is not needed here further. We use two compact sets X and X in the following sections for 
reasons of symmetry and for being able to express that also constraints describing X have not 
to be satisfied exactly:) 
In order to next derive results on the convergence of (approximate) solutions of <P,>, we first 
give some definitions which simplify the presentation. For every subset H c N,, H = {k,, k,, 
k *, . . .} with ki G kitI, i E N,, ki + 03, i + ~0, and for a E R”, uk E LQ”, k E N,, we write 
ak+a, kEH :* ak +a,i+m. 
We let further N’, N” etc. be naturally ordered subsets of N,, not necessarily meaning the same 
sets at different occurrences. For mappings g : S c R” - R, g, : S, L R” -+ R, k E N,, we use 
the notation g, I S, + g I S, k E IV,, if 
N’c~,,a,ES,,a,~aES,kE~‘~ g,(a,)+g(a),kEN’. 
Definition 1.1. Given (1.1) and (1.4) with MCXC R”, a sequence 5, EX, k E N,, is said to be 
a minimizing sequence for (P> if 
61 f,&Z,J + P, k E N,,_ 
(ii) N’ c N,, cZ~+LZEX, kEN’=aEM, f(a>=p. 
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A sequence a’, EX, k E I&, can only be minimizing for (P) if at-least fk 1 {i?,} + f 18, 
k E N,, is given. Clearly, if X is compact, a minimizing sequence a’, E X, k E N,, possesses an 
accumulation point, and if further (P) has a unique solution a^ EM, then a’, -+ a^, k E N,, holds 
true. With these preliminaries we can now obtain the following convergence theorem. 
Theorem 1.2. Let (l.l)-(1.4) be satisfied and let 
fk &=flJ?, kMo. 
If& EA&, k E N,, is a sequence such that 
N’~N,,a’,-+aEX,kEN’* aEM 
and 
(f&G) -p,J + 0, k E No> 
then a’,, k E N,, is a minimizing sequence for (PI. 
Proof. 1 Let a* E A4 be an optimal element for (PI. Then, due to (1.21, a* is in Mk so that 
pk Ma*) + (Ma*) -f(a*)), 
which by (1.2)-(1.5) implies 
(l-8) limsup pk <p. 
k=iW, 
Utilizing (1.71, we arrive at 
limsup fk(a’k) <pa 
kcN, 
Now let N’ c N, and a l 2? be such that 6, + a, k E N’. Then with (1.6) and (1.8) we obtain 
p <f(a) = iit,f,(ri,) < limsup fk(2k) <P. (1.9) 
k=N, 
Thus f(a) =p and fk(a’k> +p, k E No, since (1.9) holds true for every converging subsequence 
of Z,, k E N,. 0 
Remark 1.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2 the convergence (1.5) is equivalent to the 
uniform convergence 
SUP Ifk(a)-f(a)I+O, kE&. 
a& 
’ In the first version of this paper, Theorem 1.2 had been proved by a straightforward application of the stability 
theory in [ll]. For convenience, we give here a nice short direct proof instead, which was suggested to us by Prof.Dr. 
A. Kirsch of the University of Erlangen-Niirnberg. 
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If f and fk, k E N,, are convex functions on R”, a sufficient condition for (1.5) is given by the 
pointwise convergence 
f/(a) +(a), k E N,, a E R”, 
(see [25]). Finally, in case fk(a> <f(a), a E X, holds true for all k E N, (which implies (1.8) by 
(1.2)), it is easily seen that instead of (1.5) it suffices to assume 
fk I{&}+f 1% kg&,, 
for the sequence in Theorem 1.2 satisfying (1.7). 
If a minimizing sequence for (P) having property (1.7) exists, one can also infer the 
convergence pk -+p, k E N,. For Mk CM,, k E N,, as in the following sections, condition (1.7) 
is in particular satisfied if a’,, k E N,, is in i’Mk and solves <P,>. We finally mention that 
estimates for I p - pk I can be found in [ll]. 
2. The construction of an enclosing compact set 
Outer approximation methods for the solution of optimization problems, as they are treated 
in Section 1, are based on the knowledge of a compact set X enclosing the respective set of 
feasible points. In this section we show how such a set possibly can be determined for the 
semi-infinite programming problem S[ B]. 
Normally the feasible set Z,(B) of S[ B] is unbounded. So we first cut off a part of .Z,( B) 
which does not contain any solution of S[ B]. This is achieved by defining for each a, E Z,(B) 
and D c B the level set 
L(% 3 q := {a GA I f(a) -<f(qJ} f-l &I(@, 
for which obviously _ 
(2.1) 
/-@I = ati,“:D,f@) = 
” ac2!,l)jf (‘)’ (2.2) 
Thus we can replace the feasible set Z,(B) in S[B] equivalently by some set L(u,, B) which we 
assume now to be bounded. 
(A01 For some a, E .Z,(B), the set L(u,, B) is bounded (and hence compact). Further, 
compact sets X and X are given such that 
L(u,, B) cXc8cA. (2.3) 
By (2.21, assumption (A01 guarantees the existence of a solution of S[B]. For convex 
programs (AO) usually is satisfied, but (A01 may fail to hold in the general nonlinear situation. 
In case the set L(u,, B) is unbounded for each a, E Z,(B), a compact feasible set can still be 
found if a priori information on a solution of the problem is available (cf. [32]). 
The sets X and X in (AO) will later on play the same role as X and X in Section 1. For 
practical reasons, they will normally have to be polyhedral sets, where for X := {a E R” ) aTbj + 
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dj G 0, j E I) with bj E R”, dj E IR, j E I, I := (1,. . . , m}, the set X may be defined as X:= {a E 
R” I aTbj + dj G E, j E I} for some E 2 0. (It is easily seen that if X is a polyhedron, so is 2.) 
Therefore, in order to explicitly construct such sets, it will usually be helpful to start from an 
upper set of L(a,, B), which can be described by finitely many constraints (under the 
assumption that A has this property). For that we let fk, k E N,,, be functions on A, 
h,(a) := mirj f(a),k$iOfk(u)), a EA, (2.4a) 
and, 
h2(u) := max( f(a), sup fk(u)), a EA, 
k=N, 
in analogy to (2.11, 
GfN 0) := {a EA I h,(a) < +qJ) f-7 Z,(@, 
(2.4b) 
for a, E Z,(B) and D c B. We further assume (in regard to the subsequent sections) that a 
sequence Of (usually finite) Sets B,, k E N,, iS given where 
B, CB is compact, Bk CBk+l, k E &,, 
IB,I<m, sup inf [Ix-yII,+O, kENo, P-5) 
XEB Y l Bk 
and we state the following assumption. 
(Al) B, cB in (2.5) is such that,_ for some a, E Z,(B), the set A<u,, B,) is compact. 
Furthermore, compact sets X and X are given with 
It 
4% 7 Bo) CXGtCA. 
is easily seen that for each D with B, CD G B we have 
L(% Y 0) CA@,, D), A@,, B) cA(q,, D) c&,, B,), 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
and that A(a,, 0) = L(u,, D) if fk := f, k E N,. Eq. (2.7) in particular shows that (Al) implies 
(AO). With 
L, := Ia EA 1 fk@) ~fk(%)) 
we, moreover, have the inclusion (Lk n Z,(D)) cA(u,, D) and 
atiZ”;D,fk(a) = 
aG(Lf%O(D))fk(u) = at;l:&o,D)fk'u'* 0 
(2.8) 
Thus, for fk being continuous on A, assumption (Al) further guarantees by (2.7) that 
L, n Z,(D) is compact and consequently the infimum in (2.8) is achieved for some a E Z,(D). 
We note that for linear S[ B] assumption (Al) implies I B, I 2 n. If merely (AO) is provided, the 
set B, in (2.5) can be chosen arbitrarily and may even be equal to the empty set. 
We conclude with some remarks concerning the study of convex problems in Sections 4 and 
5. So we assume g, f, fk, k E N,, to be continuous mappings on convex A, where A is 
required here to be determined by finitely many convex inequality constraints. Then, if h, is a 
convex function, A(a,, B,) is the solution set of finitely many convex inequality constraints 
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where for practical purposes h,, h, (2.4) need to be given by simple instructions. (This is, for 
instance, the case under (A31 or for the choices (5.81, (5.9) under (A4) below.) A suitable 
polyhedron X then can usually be constructed by proper linearizations of the functions 
defining A(u,, B,). A polyhedral set, tightly enveloping A(cx,, B,), may also be derived from 
the solution of certain IZ + 1 convex programming problems as is shown in [20, p.691. Finally, if 
f and g are linear, A := [w” and h, =f (as for (5.8)), one can choose X := A(a,, B,). 
3. Methods for nonlinear problems 
We begin with modifying the algorithm in [32] for the solution of the general nonlinear 
semi-infinite programming problem S[B] defined in Section 0. For the sake of simplicity of the 
presentation, the algorithms here are formulated without a stopping criterion and hence 
generate an infinite sequence of iterates. A stopping criterion for the following algorithm will 
be discussed afterwards in Remark 3.3. 
Algorithm I. Assume (AO) to be satisfied. For k E N,, let the sets B, be as in (2.51, let 
fk : 2-+ R be arbitrary continuous functions fulfilling (1.5) and let Ed, 6, be such that 
min(ek, 6,) 2 0, k E N,, max(ek, 6,) + 0, k E N,. (3.1) 
Step 0. Set M, :=X, i@o :=J%?, D, := B,, and k := 0. 
Step 1. For 
(CC): Pk := ur$ f&)Y (3.2) 
k 
find an (approximate) solution such that a’, E i@k and 
lf&%)-Pkl~%. 
Step 2. Select Dk+l c Bk+l with Dk+l 2 D, U {x,} where xk E B,, 1 satisfies 




&(a) := Z,(D,+,) = {a GA I s(a, x) < 6, x E&+~}, 
for 6 > 0, set 
M k+l :=XnN,(O), tik+, :=2nNk(s,+,). 
Step 3. Set k := k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Theorem 3.1. Algorithm I generates a minimizing sequence G, E 8, k E N,, for S[Bl. In 
particular, for k E N,, we have 
Pk G Pk+l G P(B)7 if fk(a) Gfk+l(a) <f(a), a Ek. (3.7) 
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Proof. Due to (2.2) we can choose M := &(a,, B) as the feasible set of S[B] which by virtue of 
(AO) is compact and satisfies M CX GX cA. Then, since B, = D, CD, G B, k E N,, for the 
choice (3.6) obviously conditions (1.2) and (1.3) are Julfilled. Because of {a,} c M c Mk c kk (a, 
as in (AO)), there further exists an element a’, E Mk with (3.3). Hence, in order to be able to 
employ Theorem 1.2, we still need to verify (1.61, i.e., 
N’c~&L?,+~‘E~,~E~!‘~ ii~L(a~,B). (3.8) 
By (2.31, a’ lies in A, and by (3.31, 
f&G) -&k GP~ G&o), k E N,> 
holds true, which implies f(G) <f(aJ because of (1.5) and (3.1). Next, the convergence of 
B k+ 1, k E N’, implies that for each 5 E B we can find tk E Bk+l, k E IV, with tk --) 5, k E N’. 
There further exist N” c tV and 2 E B such that 
xk +Z, k E IV’. (3.9) 
Therefore, from g( a’, , xk) 2 g(a’,, tk), k E IV”, we obtain g(a’, i> >gg(a’, 5). 
Now for 1 E N”, I > k, we have xk E D, and consequently 
@I, x/J G $7 
which finally yields 
g(G, 2) < 0. (3.10) 
At last, (3.7) is a consequence of the inclusions MC Mk+l c Mk, k E N,. 0 
Remark 3.2. If instead of (AO) assumption (Al) is given, the sets Mk, k E N, in the algorithm 
can as well be replaced by Mk := Z,( Dk), k E N, so that for fk :=f, k E N, the problem (P,) 
(3.2) just is the problem S[D,]; for, observe that by (2.8) for all k E N we have 
Pk = a,c$;O~D,,,fk(a) = aE);f,Dk,fk(a) = a,;;D,,fk(a)* (3.11) 
If we, moreover, set X:= Ata,, B,), this is also true for k = 0. In that case, Algorithm I 
essentially becomes [32, Algorithm 2.11. If further for a S > max(lk, Sk>, k E N,, and for h,, h, 
(2.4) the set 
A := {a EA I h,(a) G h,(a,) + S} n Z,(B,), 
enclosing A(u,, B,), is compact, we may analogously choose_ kk := ZSk(Dk). (Let 2 : 2A in 
(Al) and note that then each a’, E Z8k(Dk) with (3.3) lies in X.1 We note that for the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 (needed in Section 5) we could not employ certain monotonicity arguments as 
they have been used in the convergence proof of [32, Algorithm 2.11 and also by other authors 
for this type of algorithms. 
Remark 3.3. Instead of (3.41, it suffices to find xk E B,, 1 with 
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Further, a numerically reasonable choice of the sets B,, D,, k E N,, can be obtained by 
employing the ideas of [32, Section 31. (See also Remark 4.5 below.) From the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 it is clear that an appropriate stopping criterion for Algorithm I is that for some 
6 > 0 and k, E N the conditions 
g(Gk, xk) G 19 and k ak, (3.12) 
are simultaneously satisfied. (For k 2 k,, one may set Bktl = B, until the first inequality in 
(3.12) is fulfilled. In this way an approximate solution of S[ Bk,,] is obtained.) 
Remark 3.4. As Remark 3.2 shows, for B, := B, k E N, and fk :=f, k E N,, Algorithm I 
basically is the nonlinear semi-infinite programming version of the first Remez algorithm which 
in the thirties was proposed by Remez for the solution of the linear Chebyshev approximation 
problem (see [3,31], also for further references concerning this particular problem). With 
special choice? of the parameters (almost always B, := B, fk :=f, f(Gk) := pk, Dk+l := Dk U {xk), 
k E N, and X:=X being unspecified if used), it has been suggested for linear semi-infinite 
programming problems in [3,12-14,211 and for nonlinear problems in [1,2,21]. The version of 
Algorithm I here is a modification of [32, Algorithm 2.11. 
Remark 3.5. If, for example, all functions fk, k E N,, are Lipschitz continuous on X with a 
uniform Lipschitz constant C (and so by (1.5) is f 1, then 
with M = L(a,, B) and Mk =X n &(Dk) or, by (3.111, Mk = n(u,, Dk) respectively if (Al) is 
satisfied. (Use (3.3), the inclusion M EM,, and [ll, (7)].) 
In case g is a convex function, instead of nonlinear cuts as in Algorithm I also linear cuts 
may be used. So in addition to our assumptions of Section 0 we assume the following. 
(A21 A is convex, and g is convex on an open upper set A, of A. 
Under assumption (A21, there exists, for each fixed x E B, a “subgradient” ag(a^, x) E R” for 
a^ E A satisfying 
g(a, x) -g(a^, x) 2 ag(a^, x>‘(u -q, u EAT, (3.13) 
(cf., e.g., [2]). It is easily seen that the set of subgradients (dg(u, x) E R” I a E E, x E B} is 
compact for each compact E ~4. We now are in the position to prove convergence of the 
following algorithm where (as also later on) dg(u, x) is an arbitrary subgradient for a EA 
given. 
Algorithm II. As Algorithm I with (3.5) exchanged for 
&(a) := ( aEAIg(~i,x)+ag(rij,x)T(u-~j)d6,VxED,+,\~j,j=O,...,k), (3.14) 
where in addition (A2) is assumed. 
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Corollary 3.6. The sequence G, ~2, k E N,, induced by Algorithm II, is a minimizing sequence 
for S[ B]. Furthermore, for pk, k E N,, the relationship (3.7) is valid. 
Proof. We can follow the proof of Theorem 3.1 up to formula (3.9) where M cMk here is a 
consequence of inequality (3.13). Next we observe that 
g(G,, x,J + ag(ii,, _~)~(ii, - ik) < 6,, I> k, k, 1 E N”, 
and that, for some K> 0, consequently with (3.1) 
g(&,x,)<KIIa’-&II, kEN”, (3.15) 
holds true. By employing (3.9) and by taking the limit in (3.151, we arrive at (3.10). 0 
Remark 3.7. Remark 3.3 remains valid for Algorithm II. We further note that any constraint in 
N,(6) (3.14) with ag(tij, X) = 0 can be cancelled. (Since Z,(B) # @, this case can only occur if 
g(Lj, X) < 0.) For fk := f, B, := B, k E N,, and B being a finite set, Algorithm II essentially is 
the cutting plane method of Kelley [24], Cheney and Goldstein [3]. 
4. Methods for convex programs with an almost strictly convex objective function 
The algorithms of the previous section converge for general nonlinear semi-infinite program- 
ming problems or for nonlinear problems with a convex constraint mapping g, respectively. 
Due to the increase of the number of constraints in the finite subproblems appearing in the 
algorithms, the practical applicability of these methods, however, is restricted to relatively 
coarse grids, i.e., normally to a relatively small k, E N in the stopping criterion (3.12). On the 
other hand, it has been shown in [5,37,38] for cutting methods solving finite convex programs 
that the nonbinding, i.e., the inactive constraints can be dropped in each iteration if the 
objective function fulfils some strict convexity assumption. In this section we pursue this idea in 
order to develop algorithms for the solution of related convex semi-infinite programming 
problems, where we make use again of the general framework provided in Section 1. 
The main reason why dropping of inactive constraints is permitted for finite convex programs 
is explained by the following lemma. (Note that a convex function is strictly quasi-convex.) 
Lemma 4.1. Let c0 : A + R! be strictly quasi-convex and cj : A + R, j E J := 11,. . . , n), be convex 
on the convex set A. Further, let 
F(I):={a~AIc~(a)g0, jEI}, ICJ, I(a) := {j EJ Icj(a) = O), a EA. 
If a^ E F(J) with ~,(a^) = inf{c,(a) I a E F(J)} exists, then 
Proof. For I(&) = @, i.e., F(l(a^)) = A, the proposition follows immediately from the strict 
quasi-convexity of co. In case I(6) z 0, one can easily conclude from the convexity of A and Cj' 
j EJ, that for each a’ E F(Z(a^)) there is a h E (0, 1) such that ah := Aa’ + (1 - A)a^ is in F(J). 
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Hence, ~,(a’) < c,(k) would imply c&a,) < c,(6) and so contradict the optimality of a^ on F(J). 
0 
We introduce now the subsequent notion of convexity. 
Definition 4.2 (cf. Krabs [26]). A convex function c on a convex set C c R” is said to be 
(almost) strictly convex if 
a, b E c, a zb, A E (0, l), (c(u) = c(b)) * c(Aa + (1 - A)b) <A+) + (1 - A)c(b). 
An almost strictly convex function can have at most one minimal point. In particular, each 
strictly convex function is almost strictly convex, and, for example, the function c(a) := 11 a II 2, 
a E KY, has this property. We supplement next the assumptions of Section 0 by the following 
ones. 
(A3) A c R” is convex, g is convex and f is almost strictly convex on an open set A, &4. 
Further, fk, k E N,, is an arbitrarily chosen sequence of convex (and hence continuous) 
functions on A, with (1.5) and 
f/G) Gk+l(a) G(a), k E NJ7 a E4. (4.1) 
Under assumption (A3) the inactive constraints in Algorithms I and II can be dropped after 
the solution of each subproblem. Thus we can state the succeeding modifications of these 
algorithms. 
Algorithm III. Let (A31 and (A01 with convex sets X and _? be satisfied. Let further B,, 
k E if& be as in (2.5) and_ &k, S,, k E N,, as in (3.1). 
Step 0. Set M, :=X, M, :=X, J, := 6, sj(a) := -co, a EA, j E J,, and k := 0. 
Step 1. For 
(pk): Pk := aFi fk('), 
k 
find an (approximate) SOhtiOn such that a’, E tik and 
II a’, - ak II < &k, (4.2) 
where Uk EMI( solves (Pk), i.e., satisfies fk(Uk) =pk. 
Step 2. Determine E, c&/k with E, 2 {j EJk I sj(ak) = 0) and Dk+l GBkzl finite with Dk+l 
2 (xk} where 
@k, xk) = xpp g(& x)* 
k+l 
For 6 > 0, define 
Nk(8):= (U EAlSj(U)<6,jEEk; g(U, X)<a, XEDk+l}. (4.3) 
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Rename the constraints in N,(6) such that, with some index set Jk+r, 
&(a) = {a E/I I q(a) G 6, j q+l}, 
and set 
M k+i :=xnNk(o), f&+1 :=XnnNk(8k+1). 
Step 3. Set k := k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
(4.4) 
Remark 4.3. By means of E(a,) := {x ED~ 1 g(a,, x) = 0} and D, = @, the set (4.3) may 
alternatively be defined by choosing Dk+ 1 GB,,, finite with Dk+l 2E(a,) U {xkl and setting 
A@) := {a GA I g(a, x) G 6, x -k+lj = &(Dk+l). (4.5) 
Further, the set Bktl in the algorithm may be exchanged for B, as well. 
The corresponding modification of Algorithm II is the following. 
Algorithm IV. As Algorithm III with (4.3) exchanged for 
N/$3) := ( a EA 1 sj(a) G 6, j EEk; g(G,, x) + ag(z,, x)‘(a - Lk) G 6, X EDk+l)- (4.6) 
Theorem 4.4. Algorithm III or Algorithm IV, respectively, generate a sequence a’, E 2, k E N,, 
which is minimizing for S[ B]. Moreover, a’, + 6, k E N,, holds true, where a’ E Z,(B) is the 
unique solution of S[ B], and 
ok ~~k+l G P(B), k E 4,. (4.7) 
Proof. By virtue of our assumptions, (P,) possesses a solution for each k E N,, and S[ B] has a 
unique solution a’. In Step 1, therefore, an element a’, satisfying (4.2) exists. As in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 we now let M := L(a,, B) be the feasible set of S[B]. Then from Z,(B) c N,(O) 
we infer McM,, k E N,, so that (l.l)-(1.4) are -satisfied. The convergence (1.7) can be 
deduced from (4.2), (3.1) and the compactness of X. So, if we verify (1.6), we can appeal to 
Theorem 1.2. 
Let N’ c N,, and a’, + a* EX, k E N’. Then there exist N” c N’ and u** EX such that 
ak+l+a ) ** k E N”. Thus by (4.2) and (3.1) we have 
ak+a*, kEfV”, ak+l + a**, k E N”. 
Our convexity assumptions enable us to apply Lemma 4.1 so that because of sj(ak+i) < 0, 
j E E,, k E N,, and the optimal&y of ak for (Pk) we arrive at 
f&k) ~f,(‘$ + (1 - ‘+,+l), A E [O, 11, k E b, (4.8) 
and 
fkbk) <fk@k+l ) ~fk+l@k+l) G dBh k E NO, (4.9) 
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where for (4.9) also condition (4.1) has been used. Eq. (4.9) in particular proves (4.7). Utilizing 
(l.S), from (4.8) and (4.9) we further derive 
f(a*) <f&r* + (1 - +**>, A E [O, 11) f(a*) =f(a**). 
Since f is almost strictly convex on A, this implies a” = a**. Clearly, u* is in A and, because 
of f,<u,> ~f(aJ with a, from (AO), u* also satisfies f(u*> <f(uJ. So it remains to show g(u*, 
x)<O, XEB. 
For 5 EB we can find tk EB~+~, k E N”, such that tk + 5, k E N”. With some N”’ c N” and 
x* E B we have further 
&%.I”, kEN”, Xk +x*, k E N”‘. 
So, because of g(a’,, x,J >g(Z,, 5,J, k E N”‘, we get 
&?(a*, x*) a‘+*, 5). 
For Algorithm III we know now that g(a’k+l, xk) G ak+l, k E N”‘, whereas in case of Algorithm 
IV we have 
g(&, xk) + $+Z,, Q)~(&+, - &) < ak+l, k E N”‘. 
By taking the limit, we arrive in both cases at g(u*, x*) G 0 so that the proof is complete. q 
Remark 4.5. Remark 3.3 likewise applies to Algorithms III and IV. With regard to (4.6), we 
also refer to Remark 3.7. When an exact solution ak of (P,) in Step 1 of both algorithms is not 
known, a suitable choice of E, in Step 2 is 
E, := (j E Jk 1 Sj(~k) > -cT~), (4.10) 
with some proper u, > 0. (Due to (4.2) and the continuity of sj, j E Jk, on X, then for suitable 
a, the set E, is of the requested type.) The efficiency of Algorithms III and IV heavily depends 
on the choice of the sets D, and B,, k E N. Our numerical results in [32,33] suggest o specify 
D k+l by 
D k+l := x EBk+l 1 @k, x) 2 qk+l}, I k E No, 
with some reasonable rk+ 1 E KY, k E N,, and to choose Bk+l =B,, until nearly g(Z,, xk) < 0 is 
obtained and hence a’, solves S[Bk] approximately. The latter ideas will be used in Algorithm 
V. 
Remark 4.6. For the finite case, where B, := B, 1 B, I < 00, fk :=f, a’, := uk, k E N, Algorithm IV 
has essentially been given in [5,37,38]. (In our opinion strict quasi-concavity, suggesting strict 
quasi-convexity of f here, does not suffice to guarantee [5, (2)] and [38, (411, respectively. 
Consider, for example, the strictly quasi-concave function c on LQ* with c(a,, a*> = 0 for a, < 0 
and ~(a,, u2) = -a, for al 2 0.) For the s_emi-infinite case (Bk := B, fk := f being strictly 
COIWeX, ‘ik := ak, Dk+l := {AC,], k E N, and X := X not being specified), convergence of Algo- 
rithm III has been proved in [ll whereas Algorithm IV (with B, :h B, k E N, being permitted) 
has been suggested in [36]. (The latter paper is partially inaccurate; in particular the condition 
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Tm c T*+l~ m E N, has to be added there.) 
We remark that the authors of [9] consider constraint dropping schemes for algorithms 
searching for stationary points of semi-infinite programming problems. It might be interesting 
to investigate whether the frame of Section 1 can be modified in order to include also such 
methods. For linear semi-infinite programming problems, moreover, in [2] (under the restrictive 
Haar condition) and in [22] exchange methods of the above type are presented where at each 
iteration exactly n constraints are employed. As Theorem 4.4 indicates, it will generally be 
difficult to prove convergence of such “explicit exchange methods” without assuming some kind 
of strict convexity (like Haar’s condition), for which reason these methods have not been 
studied much. (The exchange rules in [22] are rather complicated, and no numerical experience 
for the algorithms has been reported there.) We finally mention that also the methods in [15,16] 
and [32, Algorithm 3.11 are related to Algorithms III and IV. We discuss these latter methods 
next in the following section. 
5. An algorithm for general convex semi-infinite optimization problems 
For the algorithms of the preceding section it seems to be possible to prove convergence only 
when the objective function of the considered problem is almost strictly convex. Therefore, 
these algorithms are especially not applicable to linear problems. So at first sight it is confusing 
that there exist very similar-looking methods for the solution of linear semi-infinite program- 
ming problems in [15,32]. (The algorithm of [15] has also been implemented for strictly convex 
quadratic programs with linear constraints in [16].) These methods, however, are distinguished 
from Algorithms III and IV, as they do not make explicit use of a compact set X enclosing the 
region of feasible points and as their convergence is based on the fact that discrete problems 
S[B,], i = 0, 1,. . . ) are solved (almost) completely. This in particular implies that (under a 
proper compactness assumption) the minimizing property for S[ B] can only be verified for the 
subsequence Gi, i E N,, of iterates solving S[B,], i E N,. (Under (Al) this result follows for the 
algorithms in [15,16,32] from Theorem 3.1 with Remark 3.2 here, if D, := B, and fk :=f, 
k E N,, is chosen in Algorithm I.) 
Remark 5.1. If the feasible sets of the subproblems in the algorithm of [16] are intersected with 
a compact set X as provided by (Al) here, this algorithm becomes a special implementation of 
Algorithm III or IV, respectively. Moreover by, Theorem 4.4, then the total sequence of points 
generated by the algorithm converges to the solution of the corresponding problem. Since for 
linear problems assumption (A3) is not satisfied, the same arguments do not apply to the 
algorithms in [15,32]. 
For the algorithms in [15,16,32] it has been shown that they are able to solve quite large 
linear and linearly constrained quadratic semi-infinite programming problems. Employing the 
results of the previous sections, we want to provide here a similar algorithm for general convex 
semi-infinite programs S[B] in which (for a specification) quadratic subproblems have to be 
solved. 
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As in [15,16,32] we start from a sequence of grids Bi, i E N,, satisfying (2.5) where it is 
reasonable (but not necessary) to let Bi+ 1 \Bi # @, i E N,. Next we add the following supposi- 
tion to our general assumptions of Section 0. 
(A4) A 2 [w” is convex, g and f are convex on an open set A, zA, and fi, i E N,, is an 
arbitrarily given sequence of almost strictly convex (and hence continuous) functions on A, 
fulfilling (1.5). 
Since each convex optimization problem can be equivalently transformed into one with a 
linear objective function, the function f may assumed to be linear, if requested, and thus the fi, 
i E N,, may be simple quadratic functions chosen by the user. Assuming (A4) and (AO) or (Al), 
we note now that by virtue of Theorem 3.1 (with D, := B,, k E N,, in Algorithm I) any 
sequence of approximate and increasingly more accurate solutions of the problems 
& := inf fi( u) or Gi := o 1 
a E(xnz,(B,N aE$B)fi(a)y 
iE N,, (5.1) 
respectively, is a minimizing sequence for S[B] (cf. Remark 3.2), and that by Theorem 4.4, at 
least for quadratic f, and polyhedral X, an approximate solution of (5.1) can be evaluated 
through finitely many iterations of Algorithm IV, if each subproblem (P,) there is equipped 
with the goal function fi and solved exactly. These observations lead to the following algorithm 
where, in order to make the algorithm efficient, we have further to guarantee that the 
constraint dropping strategy of Algorithm IV for solving (5.1) can be continued in that iteration 
in which the grid index is raised by one. 
In the algorithm, the first index i refers to the current grid Bi and to the problem (5.1) 
currently being solved, whereas the second index counts the iterations of the inner algorithm 
for the solution of this problem. For a first reading it may be helpful to se! X:=X and to 
choose all numbers in (5.2) and (5.3) identically zero such that in particular h4i,k = Ml,k. 
Algorithm V. Let (A41 and (AO) with convex sets X, X be satisfied. Moreover, let Bi, i E N,, be 
as in (2.5), and let E~,~, 8i,k, J;., $ be given numbers 
min(li, fii) > 0, i E N,, ma(li, ai) + 0, 
and, for each i E N,, 
min(+, ai,k) > 0, k E No, maX(Ei,k) Si,k) 
Step 0. Set M,,, :=X, tioO :=X, J,,, := @, sj(a) := 
Step 1. For 
such that 
iE N,, (5.2) 
+o, kENo. (5.3) 
-~,,a EA, jEJo,o, k:=O, and i:=O. 
(Pi,k)’ Pi,k ‘= inf f&), 
a =M,,k 
find an (approximate) solution such that ~i,k E Gi,k and 
where ai,k E Mi,k solves (Pi&), i.e., satisfies fi(ai,k) = Pi&’ 
(5 4 
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Step 2. Compute xi,k E Bi with 
g(zi,k, Xi,k) = fynEaBx g(‘i,kY x)’ 
1 
If 
go to Step 3, where the second criterion in (5.5) can be disregarded for 6,,k = u~,~ (see Remark 
5.4). Otherwise choose Ei,k zJ~,~ with Ei,k 2 {j EJ~,~ 1Sj(Ui,k) = 01 and Di,k+l E Bi finite with 
D.> 1 k+l 2 Ixi,J and let 
1Vi,k(~) := ( a GA I sj(a) G 6, .i EEi,k; g(zi,,, X) + ‘g(‘i,k, ~)‘(a -‘i,k) G 6, x l Di,k+l), 
for 6 2 0. Rename the constraints in Nj,,(6) such that, with some index set Ji,k+l, 
Ni,k(a)= I” EA Isj(u) 6 6~ j EJi,k+l}7 
and define 
Mi,k+l :=XnNi,,(0), b?i,k+l :=2?nNi,k(8i,k+l). 
Set k := k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
Step 3. Set k”:=k, uT:=G~,~, Mi+l,o:=Mi,k, ki+l,O:=ki,,, Ji+l,O:=Ji,k. Now let i:=i+l 
and k := 0, and go to Step 1. 
Remark 5.2. & = flj = 0 and ei,k = 8i,k = 0 in (5.2) and (5.3) are only permitted if problem (5.1) 
or (Pi,k), respectively, is solvable by means of finitely many operations. For (Pi,k) this is possible 
when fi also is quadratic and X is a polyhedron, and for (5.11, if in addition g is a linear map. 
(The latter follows from the finiteness of Bi and the facts that u~,~+ 1 # ui,k for i fixed and 
hence fi(ai,k> <~Ju~,~+~) is true.) 
Theorem 5.3. The sequence a:, i E N 0, generated by Algorithm V, is a minimizing sequence for 
S[Bl. 
Proof. We first note that, given m E N,, an index set J,,, and functions 
sj(u) :=g(bi, x) + ag(bj, x)‘(u - bj), a EA, j EJ,, 
for some bj E R” and x E B, defining 
N,_,(6) := {U GA I Sj(a) < 6, j EJ,}, 
Theorem 4.4 remains true for k > m with regard to Algorithm IV if Step 0 there is exchanged 
for the following. 
Step 0. Set it4, :=XnN,_,(O), A?,,, :=~nN,_,(S,), and k :=m. 
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We let now i E N, be fixed and consider the finite convex optimization problem 
having an almost strictly convex goal function fi. (When we apply results of previous sections to 
(Pi), we s_et B, := B, k E N,, and fk :=f, k E N,, there and then let B := Bi and f:=fj with Bi, 
fi from (P,).)pssumption (AO), providing compact sets X, X, implies !hat a, is-in X n Z,( Bj), 
that the set Li := {a_~ X ( fi(a) <fi(ao)} n Z,U?i) is compact and that Li cXC_X, i.e., that (AO) 
is also fulfilled for (Pi> with the same s_ets X, X. Thus, according to Theorem 4.4, Algorithm IV 
can be employed for the solution_ of (P,). By our comment at the beginning of this proof, it can 
be started with the sets Mi,O, Mi,, and Jj,O. (Note that B, c Bi for all 1 E N, with 0 G 1~ i.> 
Consequently, for lj = fii = 0, the sequence &i,k, k E N,, converges to the unique solution of 
(P,). This shows that the index i in Algorithm V is increased by one after finitely many 
iterations (cf. the proof of Theorem 4.4 and Remark 5.2). 
Due to (5.5), we have a’ E Z&Bi) and ) f,<aF> --bi I ,< ~9~ for i E N,. By setting D, := B,, 
k E FYI,, in Algorithm I, we can finally conclude from Theorem 3.1 that the sequence UT, i E No, 
is minimizing for S[B]. 0 
Remark 5.4. If assumption (AO) in the algorithm is replaced by (Al), then one can employ the 
identity 
in (5.5) (see (3.11)). By Theorem 4.4 the minimal values of (Pi,k) satisfy the relation 
Pi,k<pi,k+l<Pi, k=Oy...,k*-l> i~Noy 
where Gi -+ ,u(B), i E N,. In case 
fi(U) <.&+1(a) <f(a), a EA, i E Y), 
we can further obtain 
(5 J) 
which because of I pi,kT -pi I -+ 0, i E No, (by (5.4), and (5.5)) implies the monotonic conver- 
gence of Pi&) k = 0, . . . , k:, i E No, to p(B). Concerning an explicit choice of the sets Bi, Ei,k, 
and Di,k in Algorithm V, we refer to Remark 4.5 and to the numerical examples in [32,33]. 
Finally, it is remarkable that the second and usually not verifiable criterion in (5.5) can be 
erased if the exact solution Gi k := a, k 
d,(l):= max min ]]a-b]l, ’ 
of (Pi,,+) can be computed. (Let Ui<l> :=Xn Z&Bi) and 
a E U,(l) h E LIi(0) 
and define 
~~i:~suP{lf~(u)~f~(~)I~lIu~bll~d~(~j)~ u EXY bEX}i 
then for u~,~ satisfying the first inequality in (5.51, i.e., for ui,k E U,(&>, we have 
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and for X and li, fi, i E N,, as required in the algorithm, it can be shown that di(li) + 0, 
i --, 03, and hence $ + 0, i + 03.) 
Remark 5.5. Let 0 G yi+l G yi, i E N,, and yi + 0, i E N,. Possible choices for fj, i E N,, in 
Algorithm V are the following: 
fi(a):=f(a)+~~IIall22, aEX, iEf%, 
fi(~):=f(a)+riIIa-a~_:_,1122, a& iEN, 
(5.8) 
f,(a):=f(~)+~~(~la~l~-CC), a~%, i~Na, withC~max[IIall22(aE~]. (5.9) 
If X is a polyhedron, max{ (1 a II 2 I  a EJ?} can be determined numerically (cf. [20]). The 
functions (5.9) in particular satisfy (5.7). 
If X is a polyhedron and if each problem <Pi k) is solved exactly (which is possible if the fi, 
i E IV,, are chosen to be strictly convex quadratic functions), each step in Algorithm V can be 
performed by means of finitely many operations. In particular, this implies that under (AO) 
each convex semi-infinite programming problem can be solved by the iterative solution of a 
sequence of quadratic problems with a strictly convex goal function and linear constraints. 
Algorithm V has been specified and implemented for the solution of minimax problems in 
the complex domain (see [33]). The results in [33] show that the algorithm can yield highly 
accurate solutions also for larger and difficult problems. (Six to ten significant digits of 
solutions of problems with up to 61 unknowns are provided there.) The algorithm of [33] was 
further successfully used in [30] to design various types of digital filters with up to 800 
unknowns. We remark that for the problems in [30,33], the idea of working on a sequence of 
finite grids here can be efficiently combined with the Fast Fourier Transformation in order to 
compute the maximum value in Step 2 of Algorithm V. 
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